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MOVIE INFO
The pair kept holding hands as they arrived at Cinema Society Screening
of Holmes' drama movie in New York City on September 7.
Katie Holmes has got support from her
husband Tom Cruise when attending the
Cinema Society Screening of "The
Romantics" on Tuesday, September 7.
Turning the film's title into reality, the pair
showed off their strong bond as they kept
holding hands since arriving at AMC
Loews 19th Street East 6 Theater in New
York City.
The Romantics
Holmes, who wore a short white dress
matched with a black blazer and
stockings, shared laughters with Cruise
when posing for cameras. Beside the
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two, Holmes' "Romantics" co-stars such
as Josh Duhamel, Elijah Wood, Adam
Brody, Rebecca Lawrence and Malin Akerman also showed up at the
special screening.

[Synopsis & Cast/Crew]

VIDEO: The Romantics
(Official Trailer)

At the same time of the screening, Yahoo! Movies has debuted a new clip
from the movie. Titled "Good Friends", the snippet sees a scene set during
a feast when Holmes' Laura delivers a toast to her soon-to-be-bride friend,
Anna Paquin's Lila.
"The Romantics" takes place over the course of one night at a deluxe
seaside wedding. Laura is maid of honor to Lila, her golden girl best
friend. The two have long rivaled over the groom, Tom (Josh Duhamel).
Friendships and alliances are tested and the love triangle comes to a head
the night before the wedding, when the drunken friends frolic in the nearby
surf and return to shore without the groom.
Directed and written by Galt Niederhoffer based on a novel that he wrote,
the drama is set to be unleashed in limited U.S. theaters on September
10.
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